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CLASSICS AND TIIE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

classics and the National curriculum

I was concerned to read a letter in The Times a few weeks ago
(8 April) from Peter Jones. After describing what he felt to be the
continuing threat to classics in state schools, he concluded by
saying that he was 'not aware that any government educational
body is the slightest bit concerned'. I hope I can be exempted
from that conclusion. It is precisely because I am concerned that
I am here today. It is this threat to the future of classics, and what
we can do about it, that I should like to discuss. My talk will be
about the context in which classics teaching takes place, not
about what might be taught and how. you know much more
about that than I do.

First, let me give you some facts. Many of you may be
familiar with at least some of them. In 1964 over 5:,000
candidates took O level Latin (Table A). This figure dropped to
30,000 by 1974, to 20,000 in 1984, and by 1994 _ andthe figrr",
are now for GCSE rather than O level - to 12,g00. Over this 40_
year period there was of course a huge expansion in the total
number of entries at O level and GCSE. Latin accounted for
3.9Vo of roral entries in 1954 (Table B). By 1974 this had fallen
to I .2%, and by 1994 to 0.3Vo . Althotgh the absolute number of
Latin entries increased substantially between 1954 and 1964,
Latin's relative share of the total entry was already falling fast at
that time. The most dramatic fall, in absolute terms. was between
1964 and 1974, that era of progressivism, flared jeans and Dristy
Springfield that my colleague Chris Woodhead, HM Chief
Inspector of Schools, has recently pointed up as the source of
some of our educational ills. Latin,s position at O level and
GCSE has continued to decline, though more steadily, ever since.

At A level the pattern is similar: over 7,500 entries in 1964,
falling to jusr under 3,500 in I9'74, to 2,3O0 in 19g4 and to 1,700
in 1994 (Table C). The drop in Latin entries as a proportion of
total entries also follows the same pattern as at O level and
GCSE: 2.397o in 1964 down to 0.22Vo in t994 (Table D). As you
will see from the tables, trends in Greek closely follow thosi in
Latin.

Let me give you some other figures. These relate to the last
ten years or so, and show a dramatic decline in the number of
classics teachers in maintained secondary schools. In l9g4 there
were 3,400 full-time teachers teaching classics in maintained
secondary schools and sixth form colleges (Table E). This had
falien to 1,700 by 1988, and to 1,000 by 1992. There were a lot
of other classics teachers still in schools, but they were not
teaching classics. The continuing decline of classics in schools is
also reflected in the small numbers of classics graduates who
these days complete postgraduate teacher training. And the
numbers here are also falling: from an average ofTt ayear in the
three year period 1982-84 to an average of 4g a year between
1991 and 1993 (Table F).

That is not the whole picture. At the same time as the study of
Latin and Greek in schools has declined, the numbers studying
classical civilisations and classical literature in translation have
increased, at both O leveVGCSE and at A level. By l9g4 there
tl'ere already far more candidates taking these examinations at A

Nicholas Tate

teachers in schools (Table H).
Looking back over these figures, I should

points before I get into the heart of what I
morning.

The impact of this shift is also apparent in higher education.
Here the situation looks at first grance much healthier, with total
numbers of classics students (of all kinds) remaining reasonably
constant across the period between the late 1970s to the present
day. More recently, numbers have increased substantially (Table
G). About half of these students are not doing honou., d"g.""
courses in classics, and many of those doing honours delree
courses in classics will be doing so as part ofjoint courses, b-ut it
is still a healthier set of figures than someone looking at the A
level tables would expect. And although there has been a drop in
the number of classics teachers at university level, it has again
been far less dramatic than the drop in the numbers of classics

like to make two
want to say this

First, what these tables signal overall is a major shift in the
education ofour young people, and in particular in the education
of those young people who traditionally have formed this
country's educated elite. Far fewer now have any contact with
classical languages; far fewer indeed have any choice in the
matter. Let me give you one last statistic: in 1993 JgVo of centes
entering candidates for GCSE, and, 73% of centres entering
candidates for A or AS level, did not offer any classical subjeci
at all.

Obviously the decline in the status of classics goes back
beyond the 1950s, but it is since that time that it has been most
dramatic. The democratisation of school education has not just
failed to extend opportunities in this part of the curriculum to
those who previously did not have access to it. It has reduced
opportunities for those who traditionally did have such access.
This happened long before the National Curriculum had been
thought of, so cannot result from its introduction. It happened,
clearly, as a result of countless decisions by individual schools,
not because of some national plan or government initiative.

The result is that subjects which had been a major influence
on the formation of this country's educated elite continuously
since Anglo-Saxon times have now been reduced, with a few
small exceptions, to what is best described as minority provision
within a minority of schools. And, even where it exists, what we
are talking about is often classes of three or four, sometimes
meeting at lunchtime or after school hours.

My second point is in some ways a contrary one. It is that we
can place too much emphasis on what happens in schools, in the
same way that we have often placed too little. If our aim is to
prese{ve the consciousness of a vital part of our cultural heritage,
so that it can continue as an active element in our culture, there
are other ways in which we can set about it.

What about the informal educational role of television, film
and radio, of travel, and of the press? How many readers of The
Times, for example, have had their interest in the classical world
stimulated or revived by reading philip Howard? What about
adult and continuing education? We now hear a lot about lifelons



again to cope with further economic change or technological
innovation.

The sine qua non for the preservation of this part of our
eultural heritage is that there should continue to be a sufficient
community of scholars and writers able to sustain, develop and

disseminate our knowledge and understanding of things
classical. I know the analogy between Greece and Rome and

ancient Egypt is a probably unforgivable one, but public
consciousness of ancient Egypt has been kept going from a very
thin base within the world of formal education. How much more
might be done - and is being done - from the much stronger
scholarly base (both national and international) available for the

study of Greece and Rome? I know there are threats to classical

scholarship, but to an outsider such as myself scanning the recent

TLS classical edition it looks quite healthy.
That, however, was simply to put in context the figures I have

shown you. I am not suggesting that we should not be concerned

at what has happened to Latin and Greek in schools. I think we

should be very concerned. But why? Let me try to answer that
question.

Philip Larkin best illustrates for me some of the attitudes
responsible for the decline of classical languages in schools. As
well as his notorious statement, often quoted, that 'classical
references are a liability nowadays' (a bit like Henry Ford's
'history is bunk'), he also once said in an interview: "To me the

whole of the ancient world, the whole of classical and biblical
mythology, means very little, and I think that using them not
only fills poems full of dead spots but dodges the poet's duty to
be original."

It seems odd to link Larkin with 1960s and 70s educational
progressivism, but similar currents of thought are at work. There
is an implied rejection of tradition and convention, an emphasis
on the new and the original, a demand for relevanee, a focus on

individual, rather than communal, identity. Not too far off within
the same mindset - although I am not suggesting this applies to
Larkin - is a rejection of the idea that education is concerned

with cultural transmission, a preoccupation with relevant skills at

the expense of knowledge, and a pervasive relativism about
values. Al1 of these are inimical to the ideas that something
should be studied because it has been at the core of European

civilisation for thousands of years, and that only in relation to a
constantly reinterpreted tradition is it possible to be genuinely
creative, original and individual.

Let me tackle these assumptions by focusing on the idea of
identity as a key concern of education. This is crucial, not just
for the sake of the classics. Issues of identity will rise to the

forefront over the next few decades as we move towards
increasing economic globalisation. Consumerism and the
communications revolution threaten us with a double spectre: on

the one hand, a terrifying Tower of Babel pluralism, in which
young people are overwhelmed with images of different
lifestyles and values and are left to feel that like consumers they
can pick these up and put them down at will; and on the other, a
monochrome global pop culture which undermines difference
and destroys traditional ways of life. Already we have a

generation of young people some of whom appear to feel that
traditions, conventions, cultures and values are simply a matter

of consumer choice. And their education sometimes encourages

them in this dangerous belief.
Schools need to be concerned with many aspects of identity:

family, local or regional, English, British, European and global.

CLASSICS AND THE NATIONAL CURRICI

There are few pupils to whom each of these identities is nc
should not be important. In addition, there are the identi
which some pupils have as members of particular cultura
religious sub-groups within the wider society. In each <

schools need to consider ways in which it might be appropr
to:

. support whatever sense ofidentity is already present;

. foster a sense ofidentity where it does not exist;

. help young people understand what is special about this st

of identity for them, and how they might shape it
themselves.

Classics have a particular relevance to our pupils' emerl
sense of identity with England and with Europe. To be Eng
one needs to understand something about English history
political thought, about the arts and architecture in EngL
about Christianity as it has developed in these islands, and al

the English language itself, as well as about the ways in wJ

present day England is to some extent a more plural society r

England in the past. No understanding of the Englishnes
these things would be complete without knowledge of their r
in the world of Greece and Rome. Chaucer, Shakespeare,
Eliot, The Bank of England, Hadrian's Wall, the Natir
Gallery, Blenheim Palace, the Reformation, the Shorter Ox
English Dictionary: none of these are comprehensible shor
their classical context. Similarly, to feel a sense of identity '

other Europeans one needs more than fellow feeling on
benefits or otherwise of the common agricultural policy. L
could be more unifying than our common roots in Greece, R,

and the Christian religion.
And of course a sense of how British and European ider

have been shaped by classical influences creates links wher
cultures have European roots, for example in the Ameri
There is a fascinating book, published in the USA in 1!

called 'Cultural Literacy' by E.D. Hirsch. Its central theme ir
key role of cultural knowledge, notjust in giving people a sr

of identity and purpose, but as a vital element in
development of children's literacy and concep
understanding. The book laments the neglect of cult
knowledge in modern educational theory and practice. It p<

to the disintegrating consequences for society where schools
to foster a rich and shared frame of reference for pupils w
draws on the common threads of language, history, literature,
religion, myth and custom which have helped to hold
society together. This may of course be an unpalatable mes
to academics who have abandoned the notion of a canon
whose passion is to deconstruct. But they may be part o{
problem.

Hirsch concludes with an appendix which lists 'What Litt
Americans know'. This is more than an eye-catching gimn
although it is the part of the book that has attracted grei
publicity - in the same way that Harold Bloom's list of aut

has dominated coverage of his Western Canon.
Things that in Hirsch's view every literate American neet

know include the following: Achilles, Achilles' heel
expression that is dying in England as the number of people

any kind of classical education diminishes - when did you
hear it?), Acropolis, A.D., Adeste Fideles, Adonis, ad hoc

hominem (there are only two people in SCAA who ever
that), ad infinitum, Aegean, Aeneas, the Aeneid, Aesch5
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Aesop's fables, Agamemnon, Alexander the Great, alpha and

o*"ju, anarchy, Andromeda, annus mirabilis (an English

lr"rrion might have to include annus horribilis), antebellum (very

definitely an American one), Antigone, Antony's speech at

caesar,s funeral (the National curriculum has at least ensured

that this will survive for the next 70 years), Aphrodite, Apollo'

Archimedes, aristocracy, Aristophanes, Art is long, life is short'

astrology, Athena, Athens, Atlas, Augean stables, Saint

Augustine, Augustus Caesar, aurora borealis, autocracy'

bac-chanalian, Bacchus, bacillus, basilica, beware of Greeks

bearing gifts, beware the ides of March, biology, the Birth of

V"nur, Uonu fide, bread and circuses, Brutus, Byzantine' and so

on.
Thisismorethanjustabluffer'sguidetomiddleclassdinner

parties. Nor is it a crib for trivial pursuits' It is Part of the cement

ini"f, h"tpt to hold together the consciousness of a nation and to

provide sime continuity across the generations' Without it the

past is a closed book. Without it we are in a boat adrift not

Lno*irg where we have come from' Without it' Hirsch

conclude-s, young people are not mentally prepared to continue

their society because they do not understand it well enough to

value it.
Obviously, knowledge related to Greece and Rome is only a

small part oi this cultural literacy. The point I am trying to make

is thai cultural literacy is important, that knowledge of things

classical is one part of it, and that this knowledge is something

we share with many different parts of the world, not just the rest

of Europe.
That was my personal slant on the perennial question of "why

bother with the classics?" Can I conclude with a few points

about the situation that faces you at the present, with some

thoughts about the future, and with a tentative six-point action

plan?
First of all, nothing is immutable' Our sense of communal

identity is in danger of withering away' We have virtually

forgotten our roots in the world of Greece and Rome' But some

or much of this can be recovered.

We only have to look to other countries to realise that things

happen diiferently elsewhere, and can happen differently here

too, f m"re is a will' For example, the position of Latin in some

European countries is much stronger than it is here' It is

"o-pulro.y 
for all pupils at some stage of their schooling in

franc" (where all pupils in the colleges are introduced to Latin at

ages 1i-t+); atso, interestingly, in Serbia' In a much larger

nimber of countries it is compulsory for pupils in the higher

streams: in Denmark (where it is studied by all pupils

specialising in languages), in Luxembourg (for pupils choosing

the classical stream), in Italy (for all pupils in certain types of

school post-14), in the Netherlands (in pre-university gymnasium

"o,r.r"9, 
in some parts of the former Yugoslavia' in Hungary

(the top stream oniy) and in Romania (the humanities stream)'

Even ihere it is optionai, it is sometimes an optional part of the

centrally prescribed curriculum, rather than, as in this country'

part of it e cur.iculum which is left to schools' discretion. This is

th" 
"ur", 

for example, in both Portugal and Slovakia' In some

European countries where Latin is optional, take-uq is higler

thanln England. For example, in Germany l47o of pupils in

secondary schools were taking Latin in 1991' In the gymnasium'

Latin is iypically taken by about a third of the pupils' Finally' in

Spain classics have retained a strong place in the revised

cirriculum due to be introduced in 1996. Here classical culture is

an optional subject in the third and/or fourth years of compulso

t""ond*y education, but all schools must offer it' It involves tl
hours per week of basic Latin and the study of Greek and Rom

culturi. In the revised Spanish baccalaureate Latin and Greek a

compulsory subjects within the humanities option of tl

Humanities and Social Sciences stream: four hours of Latin a

Greek in the first year, with compulsory Latin and optior

Greek continuing into the second year.

It is useful to think about what happens in other countries a

time when we are moving to a much more flexible situation

regards the curriculum in England' The Dearing review of 1

National Curriculum reaffirmed that the study of Greece a

Rome remains part of the statutory entitlement of all pupi

through the ancient Greece study unit in the key stage 2 histr

curriculum; through the requirement to study the Rom

conquest and occupation of Britain (and the option to study il

Aepitr), also in Key Stage 2, and through the English curricul

where myths and legends and the origins of the English langui

remain things which schools are required to teach' Dearing a

freed up tirne outside the National Curriculum (20Vo at ages 5

and 4O% at 14-16), as well as increasing the scope for flexibi

within it. There is therefore a much more flexible situation n

than at any time since 1989 for schools wishing to consi

retaining or reinstating classical subjects as either an optiona

compulsory element of the curriculum during these phases

schooling. There are of course competing pressures for ti
within Uottr ttre optional and compulsory elements of the n

statutory curriculum: a second modern foreign langua

personal and social education; careers education and guidal

additionat history and geography; additional physical educat

vocational options. But the possibilities for classical subjr

also are now there. How schools choose to use this flexibi

will obviously depend on the weight they place on compe

priorities, on their perception of pupil and parental attitudes'

on the availability of staff. I do not necessarily see the growt

vocational options at Key Stage 4 as a problem for classit

would be very surprised if many schools chose to requirt

pupils to opt for a vocational course.^ post-16, the situation is more fluid' As you know' Sir

Dearing has just been invited to undertake a major revier

qualifiiations. In advance of Sir Ron identifying issues

turtt"r exploration, it would be premature to speculate abou

implications for the classics' A move to greater breadth (a

am not saying that this is something I would support) might

have the potential for widening access to the classics, but n

at the same time raise issues about how best to maintait

dgour and standards of GCE A levels' This is a space we wi

need to watch.

I said I would leave you with a six-point action plan'

wouldn't thank me if it had the appearance of somet

prescriptive. The choices rest entirely with you' Many o

points appty to both primary and secondary schools'

. First, make sure your schools are using to the ful
opportunities which exist for classical study withir

National Curriculum. The study of ancient Greece in hi

is a key element here. What is the best time and the best

in which to teach this? How can learning best be reinf

subsequently? The Roman empire is now an optional stt

Key Stage 3, but are there ways of continuing to ts:

wiitrin treea-up time? How best can the resources which
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been invested in this study be used? In English, what are the

best ways of encouraging a study ofmyths and legends and of

the Graeco-Roman contribution to our language?

Second, put the case I have outlined above for the optional or

compulsory study of Latin or other classical subjects I l-14 or

14-16. Focus on what is truly distinctive about classics, not

iust on features it shares with half the other subjects in the

curriculum. Resist pressures to determine the curriculum

solely in terms of narrow utilitarian considerations about

employability.

Third, don't be afraid to think the unthinkable. Intensive Latin

programmes fbr 10/11 year olds in US inner cities have been

very successful in promoting a greater awareness of English

and in speeding up the later study of Romance languages'

Given that 2O7o of primary schools now include some modern

foreign language teaching outside the National Curriculum,

how long will it be before a primary school includes the study

of a classical language as part of its freed-up time?

Fourth, don't ignore the possibility of business support for this

part of the school curriculum. Business links with schools

have been one of the great success stories of the last two

decades. Business views on the curriculum have often been

very refieshing in focusing on the broader aims of education,

rather than on iust nalrow short-term needs for specific skills'

Is there any prospect of business funding of enterprising work

in classical subjects? Has anyone tried?

. Fifth, how can the revolution in information technology be

best used to support high quality teaching and learning in the

classics? How can classics demonstrate its wares on the

information superhighwaY?

. Finally, disseminate as widely as possible the many examples

of excellent practice in classics teaching in schools. There is a

danger that classicists only talk to other classicists. Make sure

that heads and deputies and those who make curriculum
decisions in schools are aware of what their pupils are

missing.

I said at the beginning that the decline in classics in our schools

came about as a result of decisions made by countless individuals

in schools and universities, rather than as a result of any central

initiative or national plan. Given that there is still a great deal of

autonomy in our school system - and much more now than

before the Dearing reforms - lots of individual decisions can also

reverse this decline. It's over to you to put your case.

Dr Nicholas Tate is Chief Executive of the School Curriculum

and Assessment AuthoritY.
He delivered his speech at the J.A.C.T' AGM, 13th May 1995'

Before taking Your Pupils on a

Tour of Classical EuroPe
consult the experts.

At JOURNEYS, every tour is lndividually Planned for you

and with You.

The following is just a selection of the sites and museums

that we recommend and include in our educational tours

of ltaly and Greece.

Bay of Naples

Colosseum, Forum, Palatine,
Ostia, Tivoli Villas, Baths of
Caracalla, Museum of
Roman Civilisation.

Pompeii, Herculaneum,
National Museum, Paestum,
Solfatara, Vesuvius.

Parthenon, Archaological
Museum, Sounion, MYcena,
Epidaurus, Nestor's Palace,
Olympia, Delphi.

Athens and Peloponnesel

For further details please write to:

Journeys, FBEEPOST, Llangollen, Clwyd LL20 7BH
or telephone 01 691 71 891 I
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Texts for Today

Bridget Loney

It is a number of years now since the availability of school

editions of Classics texts began to present a problem. For some

time, Bristol Classical press provided valuable assistance in

making editions available. In recent years, however, new types of
examinations, together with new types of approach to learning

and teachingn have meant different requirements: no longer

simply the prescription of, for example, one or two books of the

Aeneid or the Odyssey, but the production of new selections from

the works of several authors, prose and verse, with provision of
the plain text for reference in "open-book" examinations. These

changes have necessitated a different approach for school texts.

This article describes the development of a new system for

examinations in Scotland, conducted by the Scottish
Examination Board.

Two decades ago, the system of Classics prescriptions was

fairly straightforward and routine. The Scottish Examination

Board's Classics Panel knew from experience which suitable

editions had been published, and checked publishers' catalogues

to make sure that books under consideration for prescription

were still in print. The Board's officer for Classics would write

to publishers to obtain confirmation that the books concerned

were likely to remain in print for the years for which prescription

was envisaged. Regular requests were received from teachers to

have details of prescriptions several years in advance, in order to

requisition books; the Panel met such requests by forward

planning, and the Board issued details of future prescriptions

well in advance of the years of the examinations concerned' For

some years, this system ran quite smoothlyi the published

editions or selections more or less matched what the Panel

considered appropriate for prescription; books remained in print;

and copies were readily available.
Then problems began to appear. Some books, despite

publishers' earlier assurances, became difficult to obtain'

Sometimes the very prescription of a book caused a sudden

demand, which led to a shortage, which led to reprinting, which

led to temporary unavailability at the precise time when schools

needed copies for the course. On occasion, the Board obtained

permission from the publishers to photocopy the prescribed

pages for issue to schools which had ordered copies of the book

i, gooO time, but, because of delays during reprinting, had not

received them. Instructions were given to destroy such

photocopies as soon as the book became available' In those days,

nearly every school Classics department had its own horror story

about non-availability of prescribed texts. This situation was

profoundly unsatisfactory for all concerned - pupils, teachers and

the Examination Board.
In 1983, a new examination began to be considered: Standard

Grade. This was to replace Ordinary Grade, for pupils at age 16'

No longer was a syllabus to be defined in terms of content (e'g'

unseen, seen, background); instead, elements of a subject w.ere to

be identified, with skills for each element, and Grade Related

Crjteria(GRc)forassessment'ForStandardGradeLatin,three
elements were identified: Translation (i.e. unseen), Interpretation

(i.e. seen) and Investigation (i.e. background)'

Interpretation was the element concerned with study of the

content, style and effect of prescribed literature. The dr

was taken that some of the prescription would be in the o

and some in English. The new type of skill-based quest

the examination would require candidates to range wide.

the prescription, rather than (as before, in Ordinary t

translating seen work - which might involve memorisatio

than anything else - and answering factual questions on

extract.
For the new examinations, candidates would require I

access to the complete prescribed text in the examinatior

The "examination" text would have to be a plain text, '

help from introduction, notes or vocabulary; yet pupils

require such help in their study of the text during the

That seemed to mean annotated editions for class-work ar

texts for the examination. Extracts from several author

considered suitable for the prescription: some letters ol

some short poems by Catullus, and Ovid's version of the I

Icarus, from the Metamorphoses. Was this going to i
several separate editions, and also translations of the s

prescribed for study in English - and plain (Oxford or otht

for the examination? Expense had to be considered. It u
crucial to establish which texts (and translations) would

for the examination, since readings and punctuation coul

the meaning and the interpretation.
The solution reached for Standard Grade Latin - and I

Standard Grade Greek - was for the Examination B

produce, print and issue a booklet of plain text, contair

sections prescribed in the original, and the further s

prescribed in English. Publishers gave permission for us

short sections of Latin text (plain edited text), at

translations of the other sections were written by the (

committees concerned. Copies of the booklet were

available from the Board to presenting centres for use i

separate copies were provided for the examinations' This

ensured that the basic text remained available for the dur

the prescription. Publishers and curriculum agencie

produce support material for the prescription as they

teachers could use such material, and refer to more s(

editions, at their discretion'
This arrangement seemed to work well, and the intn

of a new prescription for Standard Grade Latin in 19941

the same system.
For Higher Grade and Certificate of Sixth Year Stur

situation was more difficult. Larger amounts of te
prescribed at these levels than at Standard Grade, and p

editions and translations were still prescribed, with

attendant problems of availability. Plain texts were pro'

the Board in examinations, but these had to be retume

Board after the examinations, for reasons of copyright

English sections esPeciallY).

In 1992, the Board's Classics Panel began to considr

prescription for Higher Grade Latin. Teachers had madt

for a booklet of text to be made available for use in clast

the case for Standard Grade. Thus began athree-yeat pt

the Classics Panel to produce a booklet of prescribed tt
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booklet has now been issued by the Board, for the 1997 Higher
Grade Latin examination. The text consists of extracts fiom the

works of Cicero (In Verrem II V) , Yirgll (Aeneid VI ) and
Plautus (Rudens), partly in Latin and partly in English. The
translations are the work of the Panel; the aim is to provide a

straightforward version suitable for teenage students.

No system is without flaws or criticisms; but the indications
so far are that the advantages outweigh any disadvantages in the

development outline above.
So much for the past and the present, and the future until 1997

(as far as plans can be made). After that, nothing is clear, with

regard to prescribed texts, examinations - and education itself.
The Examination Board will be involved in a merger, as part of
the Government's policy to integrate all post-16 provision in
Scotland. It remains to be seen what encouragement and
opportunities there may be for Classics in the years ahead.

This article is printed by kind permission of the board.

Further details concerning Classics examinations in Scotland
are available from Bridget Loney, Examinations Officer, Scottish
Examination Board, Ironmills Road, Dalkeith, Midlothian,
Scotland EH22 ILE (Tel: 0131 663 6601 Fax 0131 654 2664).

ARLT TEACHING RESOURCE SERVICE
The collections detailed below are available on loan to members of ARLT, the CA and JACT for a fee of 75p a month per item
plus postage. Non-members with a genuine interest may borrow items on the same terms but for a fee of f,1.50. Full lists and

details may be obtained from the appropriate curator or from the Hon. Secretary (SAE please). Enquiries may be made by

telephone, fax or e-mail.

ANTIQUITIES
Greek and Roman artifacts, including pottery, building materials and articles of personal adornment. The collection is housed in

Ii ghtweight polystyrene containers.
Curator: Mrs L. Soames, Cedarwood, West St, Childrey, Nr Wantage, Oxon OXl2 9UL (tel 01235 59291).

COINS
Sets of Greek and Roman coins arranged thematically and housed in perspex cases.

Curaror: Mrs K. Bedford, 4 Chestnut Terrace, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, Glos GL53 8JQ (tel 01242 235532)

AURAL & VISUAL
Audio cassettes, including spoken Greek and Latin and guides to pronunciations; video cassettes; slides; computer programs; and

recordings of radio and TV broadcasts. Lectures from the Classical Association Tape Library are also available, many of them of
direct use to teachers and sixth-form students. (Spoken word audio tapes are available free of charge to visually-handicapped
members, and to non-members at the members' rate).

Hon Secretary Teaching Resource Service
W B O'Neill

4 Stonecliffe View,
Leeds, West Yorkshire LS12 5BE.

0113 263 136110973 132390 Fax: 0113 263 4364


